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Just as always, the summer sun burns hot at the US/MX border. 

And as always, our calendar fills up with the activities of short-term teams and neighborhood ministry in 

Reynosa's Aquiles Serdan. This summer we hosted five weeks of teams from the beginning of June into 

the first of August. Teams came and served in many capacities, helping us to accomplish tasks that would 

take forever on our own. They prepped for VBS and continued improvements on the neighborhood ball 

fields. They painted and painted and made an old bathroom in our new house an absolutely wonderful 

place. They brought staff for a medical clinic and served alongside us in Vacation Bible School. We even 

brought art to street by filling potholes with tile mosaics. They encouraged us with their willingness and 

their enthusiasm as we worked shoulder to shoulder. Read on for a glimpse into just a few of our days...  
 

 

  



  

For the first time ever, we opened the doors at the community center for the medical clinic. 

At 9 o'clock already a couple of patients were waiting. The first day we saw 60-something 

people come through our gate: babes, tots, kids, youth, adults, elderly, men, women, 

familiar faces and others completely new to us, and that pace continued through the 

week. These servant doctors and nurses and helpers, short-term team members from 

Redeemer PCA in San Antonio, TX and friends from NC and Alabama, allow us to invite 

our neighborhood in to receive very practical helps. They give us yet another means to 

love our neighbors.   



 

 

We heard stories and symptoms of all sorts of aches and pains, physical diseases and 

spiritual ills, too. We pumped up cuffs for blood pressure readings and measured pulse ox 

levels and poked fingers for sugar tests. We dispensed vitamins and meds that had been 

prescribed and ran labs and watched super cool portable sonogram procedures. So many 

more consultations and procedures took place in privacy, our community center 

transformed into examination rooms. We prayed with the hurting and their family members 

and asked for healing in Jesus name. 

 

We are broken people who met broken people this week- physically hurting yes, and 

spiritually fractured too, and that is humbling. At the end of the day, we know that there is 

so much more left to do . And even so, at the end of the day, we know our Jesus and know 

He is enough.  

 

 

  

 

  

Nearly every day we added 20 new kids to the neighborhood VBS, even up to the very 

end. We scrambled to form a new groups and create a new schedules, every single day. 

We snapped colored rubber bands around little and big wrists and tried to convince them 

that even if it wasn't their favorite color, it was still a good group. We wrote name tags and 

stuck them on shirts and then we wrote name tags again when their shirts got wet, and 

again when their shirts got wet again. 

 

For three hours each afternoon, the place was teeming with kids- sweet, naughty, active, 



 

wide-eyed, ever-thinking, "what comes next?", thirsty, neighborhood kids. It was all the 

chaos that you might imagine, and maybe then some more. They waved their arms and 

spun circles in dance. They ran and kicked and the littles played Pato, Pato, Ganso. They 

sweat. We sweat. They sang songs and sang Bible verses. They listened to the parables, 

about the seed and the sower, about lost sheep and the good shepherd, about  about the 

Pearl of Greatest Price. Well, sort of they listened... 

 

They mixed granola and butter and honey and toasted it all up. They added the hidden 

treasure of M&M's and craisins and filled bags with trail mix. Little kids were separated 

from their groups and returned to their groups and middle boys wanted a different group 

and on some days the big boys were too cool for their group.  

 

But in one place, everyone sat and hardly even spoke. Unlike anywhere else in the 

building, calm permeated the room- the Art Room. Almost without exception, the kids 

storm into the Art Room, and then settle. They painted treasure boxes, and plain wood was 

transformed with rainbow bright hues. Little boys stuck out their tongues in Michael Jordan-

like concentration. The helpers refilled paper plate palettes with color. They praised the 

efforts of the artists and thanked them when they finished, almost oblivious to the 

pandemonium below. Art. We are keeping art. 

 

And prayer. We are keeping prayer. Because in all the smiles and even in those 

occasional tears, we recognize as much as ever that we are not enough. Yet, even in the 

chaos, we see Jesus here. So we pray, Lord, give us all ears to hear and eyes to see and 

a mind to understand, just as you hear and see and understand us. Help us to know your 

still, quiet peace in the midst of the all the wild activity around us. Enlarge our hearts to 

love just as you love us.  

 



 

 

We were thankful to have most of the family together for Kristy's birthday weekend in August. This 

fall our kids are working and schooling, scattered through Texas and over to North Carolina.   

 

 

Prayer Requests-   

PRAISE! Tim and Kristy are now living nearly full time in Reynosa, in Aquiles 

Serdan. Please continue to pray for that transition, and all the adjustments living in a 

place and culture that is not our own. 

PRAY- that we would be salt and light, that we would be quick to share the hope of 

the gospel as we live and serve in Reynosa;  

for the outreach efforts among the kids of Aquiles Serdan; 

for efforts this fall to form an adult Bible study group in Aquiles; 

for the teachers, staff and students of the Isaiah 55 Deaf School; 

for our kids, as we live and communicate via long-distance; 

that we might find find financial support to bridge the gap in our supporst account;  

that in all things, our God would be glorified and the gospel of Jesus would be 

proclaimed; 
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For more glimpses of life at the US/MX border-  

Prone to Wander and Isaiah 55 Ministries 

 

To make a financial contribution- 

Tim & Kristy Holliday with Mission to the World 
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